INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
PUNE

CLARIFICATION ON TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-0306-19
ITEM DESCRIPTION- PROCUREMENT OF INDUSTRIAL TYPE WASHING MACHINES
Refer our Press Tender Notice No.IISER/S&P/04/2019 dated 22.7.2019 for procurement of Industrial
type Washing Machines. Tender Reference Number – IISER-PUR-0306-19.
Pre-Bid meeting was held on 30th July, 2019 at 3.00 PM and minutes of meeting is as under.
At the outset, the Chairman welcomed all the Members and the representative of the Prospective
Bidders and briefed in general the scope of the Project and thereafter requested Assistant
Registrar (S&P) to brief the vendors on the salient features of the commercial terms and the
indenting Officer to read out the clarification sought by the Prospective Bidders and replied
thereto as detailed in Annexure -II
The representatives present were satisfied with the replies given and it was informed that the
corrections / additons / clarifications given, as discussed during the Pre-Bid Conference would be
hosted on the website of IISER Pune and all the Prospective Bidders are required to take cognizance
of the proceedings of the Pre-Bid Conference before submitting their bids as stipulated in the
Bidding Documents.
The other terms & conditions of the notice issued on our IISER website www.iiserpune.ac .in will
remain unchanged. No more correspondence in this regard will be entertained
The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair

30.7.2019

Sd/Assistant Registrar (S&P)

ANNEXURE -II

IISER PUNE

PRE-BID CONFERENCE FOR PROCUREMENT OF INDUSTRIAL TYPE WASHING MACHINES
TECHNICAL QUERIES AND CLARIFICATION

TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-0306-19

DATE : 30.7.19

S.No

Query/Clarification Sought

Clarification / Amendment

1

Industrial equipment: As informed the current specifications also allow a semi
commercial top loading equipment to bid for the tender. We request you to
mention following specifications which are generic and would ensure that you
really get efficient Industrial laundry equipment;

After carefully reviewing the specifications for the
Industrial machines supplied by multiple companies,
we decided to keep the specifications open so that we
get maximum bids. We, however, have decided to
increase the minimum number of cycles per 24 hours
from 15 to 24.

2

Type: High Spin Soft Mount Front Loading
Programs: Minimum 4 modifiable wash programs
Number of washing cycles per 24 should be greater than 45
Should have Auto detergent dosig system
Gforce should be greater than 275
Drum quality AISI 304 Stainless or above
Query about card payment or coin payment

3

It is confirmed washer should be without inbuilt water heater

As discussed in the meeting, Card payment system is
compulsory and coin payment is not acceptable.
Yes, inbuilt water heater is not required which is
evident from the power requirement in the

4

Since Government of India is promoting made in India products and
manufactures, I am sure IISER would also like to promote same. As per
specification given in tender almost every bidder will have to bid for imported
machine. On the same time prices for imported machines will be higher side.
So we request that it will be convenient for you also if machine from 10-15 kg
can be considered in tender.

5

Right now, our models do not have the Card Reader & Payment system. Would
request you to please consider

specifications
We do promote made in India products, but our
specifications are designed based on requirements we
have. We are a residential academic institute where
students live on-campus and do their laundry on
weekly basis. And thus, the load requirements are 812 Kg, which has an overlap with what you are
suggesting and thus specifications remain unchanged.
Since students will be using the machines on their
own, we need to have a card-based payment system
that will help us getting payment per cycle used and
also user will be traceable. In a coin-operating model,
later part (traceability of user) is not possible.

ANNEXURE -III

IISER PUNE

PRE-BID CONFERENCE FOR PROCUREMENT OF INDUSTRIAL TYPE WASHING MACHINES
COMMERCIAL QUERIES AND CLARIFICATION

TENDER NUMBER - IISER-PUR-0306-19

DATE : 30.7.19

S.No

Query/Clarification Sought

Clarification / Amendment

1

As confirmed duty exemptions are not applicable
on this item hence final price should include the
same

Please quote the price plus GST at actuals, without taking into consideration duty
exemption as washing machines.

2

It is confirmed that quote value can be above
tender value i. e 40 lacs

The estimated price as per tender is Rs 40.00 lakhs.

3

Delivery period to be extended to 90 days instead
of 60 days

Delivery period is extended to 70 days instead of 60 days

4

It is confirmed that EMD and Tender fees is
exempted to MSME manufacturers. We are
registered with MSME as service providers and
request exemptions for the same.

Micro and Small Enterprises (MSE) must, along with their offer, provide proof of
their being registered as MSE (indicating the terminal validity date of their
registration) for the item tendered. However EMD and tender fees is exempted for
procurement of only goods produced and services rendered by MSEs and not for
any trading activities by them.

5

Request format of Price reasonability certificate

There is no specific format for price reasonability certificate, you may submit
same on your letter head

6

It is confirmed that only client name, type of Please submit the required information as per Annexure E (previous supply order
equipment, order value and contact person details format). Copy of purchase orders to be attached for reference.
are required and not invoices for previous
installation reference.

